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f ntroduction
A Voigtlander Camera is an instrument that will last a

lifetime if it is used correctly. This booklet is written as a
guide to the user of such a camera.

Do not look on a camera as a new toy, turning, screwing
and moving every possible part, but read these lines of advice
very caref ully and you will have no trouble; and the in-
strument will be a source of constant pleasure.
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How To Open the Csmers

To open the camera hold it with the left hand so that
your thumb touches the small metal ring No. 2 (fig. l)
which protects the opening catch and thus prevents ac-
cidental opening. By pressing the inner button, the base-
board will swing out and is then pulled down until the
struts ll (fig. l) engage on each side; the base-board will
then be at right angles with the camera body.
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fig. l. Opening the camera
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The 3' U" front 3 (tig. 2) is pulled out next by the two
finger grips 5 (fig.2). These are taken by thg thumb and
forEfinger and pulted out until stopped by the sprilg 12
(fig. 2\: At this position the camera is-in focus for " lnfinity':
(*) that is, any distance over 50 feet. It is most impoqtant
that the front 

- 
is drawn out until the spring holds it in

position, otherwise the pictures will not be sharp.

Focusslng
Instead of the usual rack and pinion knob, a Radial lever

focussing movement is provided.
To focus the camera for near objects, press down the

ribbed button 7 (fig. 2), and while piessitig, move it back-
wards until the point of the lever is on the dot against
whatever distance is desired. Fig. 3 above illustrates two
different positions of the pointer: infinity (*) and 7 feet
respectively.
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fig.2. Working perts of the camera



f,ig. 3. Radial lever and focussing scale

Focusslng Screen ond Hood

By pressing spring 13 (fig. 4) aside with the finger,
hood 

- 
witt autbmatically spring open, thus revealing

the
the

fig. 4. focussing
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ing a hood to make inspection
,sier.
g screen may be removed and
appreciated in the event of

The broken pieces of the latter
ling the frame of the ground-
te ground-glass on the fhr side.

I
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flg. J. r o exchange the broken focussing screen

TheI' 3s shown in fig. 5, -t-he separate pieces may be readilvpushed out on the op-en sioe ot the r.t.tn i;ffi;:'iilfiili[
may now be taken from one of the Oiif.-rlides and inserted

tn, emulsion side towards the
ll not be sharp.

h"' ffiT l#,i. |{'fJ i j' lf ;ul3l:
the aft when the benows are!,83$ltt, 

for rttaoy bscape oi

lris Dlophrogm

The iris diaphragm, prays r impor tq\t part in sharpfocussins. It i3 opEratea lry the ta;;i'ii dl*: 6 1;A-'{,)
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fig. 5. To exchange the broken



attached to the shutter and allows the aperture of the
lens to be reduced as required. The lever 17 shows the
apertures (i. e. stops) on a scale.

The chief purpose of the stop is to extend the depth of
focus, which question is dealt with at greater length in the
section "Depth of Focus". It is also 'used when the lens is
moved up or down or to one side or the other from its
central position. It then improves the sharpness of de-
finition at the edge of the field which is thus displaced.
The third use of the stop, but one seldom needed, is for
stopping down in very bright light so as to avoid over-
exposure of the plate. This is done if the speed of the
shutter is not high enough to cut down the exposure to the
required time. By stopping down to obtain greater depth of
focus, a longer exposure is always required, so that in many
cases there are limits to the extent to which this can be done.

Deprh of Focus

The lenses fitted to our cameras are designed to give
at full aperture a sharp picture up to the edges of any
object lying in the plane which is focussed on. But when
it is required to obtain sharp definition, of objects at
different distances from the camera at the same time,
the "depth of focus" needs to be extended over a number
of planes in the object space and the lens must be stopped
down. This applies to all lenses.

When focussing on a given distance each lens aperture
corresponds with a certain range of depth of focus, which
becomes greater as the iens is stopped down. The aim of the
photographer is to adjust the stop and the distance focussed
on so that as much as possible of the subject falls within this
range (or region) of depth of focus.

A glance on the ground-glass will show that, when
stopping down, the depth of focus extends far less towards
the camera than towards the extreme distance. For this
reason focussing is done, at the outset, on objects which are
relatively near. This applies also when there is little scope
for stopping down on account of the light or movement of
the subject, since an unsharp foreground conflicts with the
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natural sensation experienced by our eyes, which are
aecustomed to perceive a near object more clearly than one
a long way off.

On every "VAG" camera is an engraved scale of depth
of focus which is arranged on the co'ordinate system.
In the left-hand vertical column are the distances in feet,
and in the top horizontal column the stop values. If you
go along the horizontal column opposite a particular distance
until you arrive at the vertical column below a certain
stop value, the f igures you f ind here represent the zone
of sharpness in feet that the particular focns and stop
values give you.'

Shutter

The camera is equipped with either Embezet or lbsor
shutter. The following instructions for the use of the shutter
should be carefully studied.

Embezet Shutter wirh self-tirner (fig. 0)

The speed is regulated by means of the speed dial 16,
on which the figures T (for long time exposures) and B

l4-
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fig. 6. Embezet-Shutter



(for short time exposures) as well as those for instantaneous
exposures (t/roo, tluortlrr,l are engraved. The speeds, although
fractions of a second, are written as whole numbers to make
the reading easier.

Instantaneous exposures: The speed is regulated by
turning the dial 16 right or left so that the required speed
is just above the mark on the dial below it. In the right
posit ion one feels a l i t t le cl ick. The shutter is now ready for
making the exposure which is done by pressing the finger
lever l5 or operating the cable release screwed into socket 14.

Time exposures: Turn dial until letter B is opposite
the indicator; by pressing down the cable release or the
finger release, the shutter opens and remains thns for as long
as the pressure is exercised. If one intends to give an ex-
posure of three seconds, count "one little second, two
li t t le seconds, three l i t t le seconds", as quickly as one usually
speaks. When saying "one" press the trigger and at the
conclusion of the phrase, the pressure is released by letting
the lever come up.

If  the letter "T" is above the pointer, the shutter opens
by operating the finger release 15 or the cable release and
remains open unti l  the release is pressed a second t ime.
This position is used when giving exposures of anything
over twenty seconds or thereabouts; for instance, night
pictures which may need exposures of several minutes, and
also for flashlight exposures where the shutter is left open
and the f lash makes the actual exposure.

Selt-timer: When giving instantaneous exposures of
t lroo, ' luo andrlru sec. this shutter may be released automati-
cal ly by means of a delay mechanism, so that one can take
one's own portrait. The shutter having been set to the
required speed, i t  is tensioned by pressing the lever 18 (with
red knob) as far as it will go. The release trigger 15 or the
cable release is then operated as for an ordinary exposure,
but owing to the action of the delay mechanism the exposure
does not take place unti l  after the expiry of about 10 or
I I  secs.

In the case when the delav mechanism has been set as
just directed but for some reison is not required, the lens
should be f irmly covered with the palm of the hand, thus
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allowing of the shutter being -operalgO without exposing
the fihil. It is best not to keep the delay mechanism
tensioned.

lbsor-Shutter (fig. 7')

The lbsor shutter is likewise automatic in action, but
not fitted with a self-timer. In addition to short and long
time exposures, it gives instantaneous exposur.gs f_rom I to
,lrro sec. It is manipulated in the same way as the Embezet.

fig. 7. Ibsor'Shutter

Exposure
The right exposure, which is the most essential factor in

photography, depends on three points:
1. Opening of the iris diaPhragm.
2. Speed of the plate.
3. Value of the actinic light.

We supply with each camera an exposu-r-e calculatot,
with which tlie time of exposure may be quickly and easily
ascertained.

Finders

The Voigtlander Vag camera is fitted with two different
kinds of finder, which 

-are 
used as follows:

l0
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Dlrect-vlslon Finder. This consists of a wire frame
(8, fig. 2) attached to the right-hand side of the lens-front
(viewed from the front) and an eye-piece 9 (fig. 2) placed on
the right-hand long side of the camera-back. When not in
use, the wire-frame encloses the lens panel. It is brought into
the working position by turning it outwards through an angle
of 1800 and is then held in position by springs. The eye-
piece has likewise a spring hinge, and for use, is turned up
parallel with the wire-frame. In order to include the correct
part of the subject, the eye must be placed so that the out-
lines of the frame coincide with the mask of the eye-piece.

The direct-vision finder shows the boundaries of the pic-
ture with great accuracy even when the rising or falling
movement of the lens is used. The onlv case in which it
does not do so is that of very near obj-ects, owing to the
unavoidable greater difference between the positions of lens
and finder relatively to the subject. A further advantage is
that the camera is used at the eye level, thereby conducing
to better perspective in most cases. For these reasons it is
well to use the direct-vision finder whenever possible.

Brilllant Flnder. When taking pictures at the level of
the chest, the brilliant finder (1, fig. 2) is used, in the normal
position for upright pictures, and after turning through a right
angle for oblong pictures. The picture is viewed from the
normal viewing distance of about l0 inches, taking care to
place the eye directly above the centre of the finder. The
mask on the top of the finder is specially designed to show
both the upright and oblong pictures.

The small but bright picture in the finder can be
magnified three or four times by fitting on a Finder Magnifier
(see "Useful Accessories" at end of this booklet). When
closing the camera the brilliant finder must always be in its
normal position (for upright pictures), otherwise the camera
will be damaged.

Holding the Gqmero
In cases when some attractive subject has to be snapped

at the right instant and without attracting too much
attention, the camera is used in the hand. Needless to
say one must have presence of mind and, especially, con-
fidence in the apparatus. It is therefore well to practise all
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the required movements with the unloaded camera until
they can be done without thinking about them.

Whilst opening and focussing the camera, a stgaQy
position must be taken up, since any slight wobble of the-camera 

during the exposure would give rise to pictures with
double outl ines. In using the direct-vision f inder, the
camera is grasped with the left hand on the baseboard for
upright pictures, whilst for oblong pictures it is held with
the iigtrt hand on the top side of the body. At the same
time it is most necessary to give further support to the
camera so that the elbows should be pressed firmly against
the body. When taking upright pictures i t_ is qsually well
to suppbrt the camera against the forehead and the
bridee 

-of 
the nosel with upright pictures, against the

chin- or cheek-bone and nose, according to which it is
found most convenient for looking through the diopter.

In viewing the subject in the brilliant fin{er, the camera
is held, for both upright and oblong pictures, with the left
hand oh the baseboard. The camera back is pressed against
the chest.

A simple but practical expedient may be recommended to
those whir have hot a steady hand. This is just a string or
cord,5  to  6 f t  in  length;  on the upper  end is  a . lo_op made
so that it can easily be made larger or smaller. In taking
upright pictures, this loop is putround the baseboard between
the Gns front and the struts; for oblong pictures, it is put
round the turned up diopter. When making an exposuret
the free (lower) end of the string is pressed.under the foot
so that the string is pulled taut when holding the camera
in the correct position.

In operating the shutter by tever or trigger, any move-
ment of the hand is liable to be communicated to the camera,
so that the safest course is to use the flexible cable release,
held in a wide curve. Before making the exposure, take a
deep breath inwards and then out, since the body is most
at iest after the latter. By taking the required care, ex-
posures of rlza sec. or less may be given with the camera
held in the hand.

In circumstances where there is time for previous prepa-
ration for the exposure, particularly as regards careful fo-
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cussing on the ground glass, the camera is best screwed to a
tripodf If needbe, it rilay be placed on a table or other flat
suiface. The caniera boOy is provided with two screwed
"bushes", one for upright pictuies and the other for oblong
pictures.' 

W'hen first screwing to the tripod, m-ake certain that the
tripod screw is not t-oo long fol the bush, otherwise the
thfead is easily damaged. tfthe screw on the JTipoO is too
long it must 6e shortEned or a little packing fitted.

B

I

I fig. 8. How to hold the camcra when taking oblong pictures

Rise ond Foll of Lens

In order to avoid "drunken lines" in architectural and
similar subjects, care must be given to ,see that the ground-

sttion of the camera, too much
rle. To reduce the amount of

",l,ll'J'iS1?#Tik$it'Jfi1'ft:is made in the required direction
by moving the lens, alorrg with the shutter, above or below
ttie centra-i position, which latter is denoted by two engraved

r3
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dots. Before the lens can be shifted side-ways it is neces-
glry to release the nut l0 (fig.2) by turningit to the left.
This is best done by gripping it'wilh the thumb and first
finger of the right hariO. fhe wfrole lens-front, with the shutter,
can then be moved to right or left in its guides. When sti
a.diu.st€d, the nut 10 must be tightened bylurning it to the
right.

r2
fig. 9. Closing the camera I

Closlng the Gomero
Before closing the camera, every part of the camera

has to be in its normal position.
l. See that the RADIAL LEVER IS RIGHT HOME

on the infinity mark.
2. See that the FRAME FINDER IS IN ITS RESTING

PLACE.
3. Seethatthe BRILLIANTFINDER IS INPOSITION

as used for vertical pictures.
4. see that the RISING AND cRoss FRONT IS

CENTRAL.
5. See that the BELLOWS ARE IN THE PROPER

POSITION, otherwise they are likely to be damaged
if the camera is closed.

14
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It is important that the lens-front is entirely in the
camera body before turning up the base-board; 1f not, the
runners wil[ be bent. All being in order, hold the camera
with both hands so that the first and second fingers lie on
the back whilst the underneath part is supported by the
two third fingers. Gentle pressure of the thumbs on the two
struts 11 (fig. 10) will now release these from the catches,
so that tbe base-board can be turned up.

While Voigtlander cameras _ale rylldly glq substantially
built, yet FORCE MUST NOT BE USED. They are
instrirnients of precision which naturally call for proper
handling.

t5

fig. 10. Closing the camere II
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Loodlng the Plore holdero
fite loading of - tle plate holder takes place in the

dark-room or in a fully darkened place. Each time befoie
using all dust should be 

-removed 
from tne interior of the slide

and the velvet, ?s every speck of dust lying on the plale
during exposure causes' cl6ar glass spots'on"the nega?ive.

In the shadow away from
taken out of the box. This is
touching the emulsion with i
is then taken between the th
the left hand in such a man
the ruby tight. (Velvet to t

16
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fig. ll. Inserting the plate



When closing the plate holder, care should be taken to
see that the slide runs correclly in the two side grooves
and that it is thrust far enough into the groove on th! lower
narrow side. It must be perfectly flaf: a slide which is
buckled or bent may give rise to difficulty in closing and
may scratch the ptdtei.

Iig.12. Removing the ground-glass frame

Loading of the plate holders should only be done shortly
before the camera is to be used. It is not aOvisable to leav-e
plates in the plate holders for any length of time. Chemical
action takes place and the sensitive 

-material 
suffers.

If the camera is not to be used for a time, remove the
plates from the plate holders and store the plate holders
with the sheath entirely withdrawn. This allows the velvet,
which forms the light trap, to rise, and the dark slides will
be absolutely safe for light.

Inserting the Plote holders
Pull out the focussing-screen frame (fig. l2). Insert

the plate holder in its place with the slide turned towards

r7
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the lens. Now turn the catch 2l back, and, after making
sure that the lens is not open, pull out the slide of the
plate holder, the catch preventing the plate holder itself
trom being shifted.

It is a mistake to pull out the slide only so far that
it just uncovers the plate and remains in the light-trap.
The sl ide should be pul led r ight out. The reason for this
is that the light-trap formed by the plush on the camera
against that let in to the plate holder is much more perfect
than that between the slide and the plush on the camera.

Afew polnts of odvlce forthe use of Golour ploter

Colour plates are inserted with the sensitive side away
from the lens, glass-side towards the lens, and the black card
supplied with the colour plate has to be left on its sensitive
side. This goes towards the plate holder back.

To compensate for this difference of focus the ground-
glass must be withdrawn and inserted glass-side towards the
lens. Focussing has to be done by the ground-glass only,
and not by the scale. For all colour-plates of course a special
filter is required, which is supplied by the respective makers.
A filter is not necessary in the case of exposure by the
special Nitrophot lamps or with panchromatic flashlight.

Sundry Hints

In time the instrument will accumulate dust which na-
turally will adhere to the lens. This is easily removed with
a cledn handkerchief which has already be-en through the
wash and has no dressing in it.

In colder climates the change of temperature between
outdoor and indoor is considerable and very often results in
the steaming of the lens. It is best then to wait until the
moisture has apparently disappeared from the lens and then
proceed to wipe lightly with the handkerchief. In very bad
cases it may happen that also the inner surfaces of the
lenses may collect moisture. Then carefully unscrew the
two elements of the lens from the shutter.

l 8
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On no account must any attempt be made to unscrew
the separate parts of the front and rear lens elements for it
is beyond the skill of even an experienced amateur to put
them together again so perfectly as to restore their original
optical quality. Anyone who tries the experiment in disregard
of this caution will discover to his chagrin the extreme pre-
cision with which the assemblage of a lens of this kind is done.

Very often dust collects between the folds of the bellows.
A good camel hair brush will remove all this dirt. This is
best done by removing the focussing screen, opening the
shutter, unscrewing the lens cells and then applying the
brush to the inside of the bellows. By blowing at the same
time through the open shutter, the dust is readily dislodged,
especially if the outside of the bellows be simultaneously
tapped gently with the finger.

Useful Accessories

The following accessories are not absolutely necessary,
but will greatly improve the final results.

Plqte Holders

Each camera is snpplied with three plate holders. When
going on a day's trip six plate holders may be required. On
longer journeys twelve may be required. These can be
obtained at any time. When ordering only say: So many
plate holders (standard fitting) requireo for the Vag Camera
3' lzX2t1n" (6'5X9 cm.), r f  nplate, or gX 12cm., whichever
size i t  is.

Fi lm Pock Adopter

We also draw attention to Film Packs, for which we
supply a Film Pack Adapter. These have the advantage of
being able to reload twelve in daylight. Of course, care
has to be taken not to do this in brilliant sunshine. With
most film packs there is no focal difference and the same
scale of the camera can be used as for the plates. When
ordering say: Supply Film Pack Adapter (standard fitting)
for the Vag Camera 3lfrX?tlr", r/a plate or 9x l2cm.,
whichever size is required.

l 9
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Yellow Fllters
Many amateur

photographs are un-
pleasing on account
of such defects as
bad skies, black
flowers in a meadow

scene, grey fruit blossoms against a white skY, glaringly
white eyes or pronounced freckles in a portrait.

If you would obtain the natural effects of clouds, flowers
and landscapes you must use an orthochromatic plate or film.
The same applies to getting good renderings of blue eyes,
blond hair and coloured clothing and to subduing the appea-
rance of freckles. But in using such plate or film it is in-
dispensable to employ a good yellow filter on the lens.

Vcigtlander Yellow Filters fitting exactly any Voigt-
lander lens are supplied in two grades. For ordinary €x-
posures use the t'Moment" Filter (2x), to achieve a more
prominent effect the "Norm al" Filter (5 X ). tVhen ordering
please state : Camera (Vag 3rlz X Ztlz" or r ln Plate), lens
(Voigtar I : 6'3 or Skopar t : 4'5) and the density Moment
or Normal.

Focor Lens

z a

ni

I

{

Wlde-onglc Lenses
when using the ."Vag" to include a greater amount

of subject from a siyel 
-standpoint 

or wfren working in
confined :jtullionsr-'it is necesiary to employ a shorter
focal length of lens.- The focal lengtir of the lins iitteO to the

20
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"Vag" may be shortened in the easiest manner by using a
Focar lens, which is simply attached in front of the camera
objective.

The following are supplied for use with
Skopar f/4'5 lens of 4t/r Ins. and 56/t6 Ins. tocus.
For 41/r ins: Focar lens N0.30; extends the image f ield

about  l '18 t imes.
For 55/ruins: Focar lens No.3l:  extends the image

f  ie ld  about  l '18 t imes.
Attachments for increasing the focal length can be used

only with double-extension cameras and so are not appli-
cable to the "Yag". Nor can the wide-angle Focar be used
with the f / 6'3 Voigtar ; owing to the somewhat long shape of
this lens, the fietd of image would be cut off by the wide-
angle attachment.

The Foceir Portrsit Afrochment
In the ordinary way the focussing scale of the "Vag"

camera extends from "inf inity" to 3'5 or 4ft .  Bttt  to photo-
graph much nearer obiects such as portraits and still-life
att ttrat is necessary is to fit a Focar Portrait Attachment
on the lens. The subjects then come out "big in the picture"
and are very much more effective.

Yag Camera 3rlz" x2rl,t" Vag Camera l/n platg
( o r 9 Y t 2 c m . )

F14'5 Skopar, F14'5 SkoPar,
4' lelns. (10'5cm.) focus 5t/n lns. (13'5 cm.) focus

F16'3 Volgtar, Fr6'3 Volgtar,
4'7,Ins. (10'5 cm.) focus Stia Ins. (13'5 cm.) focus

ln using the Focar Portrait
Attachment No.52 and
settingpointerto I locus is
the miik on scale I obtained on

25 lect . 34rlz "1 2  "  . 3 1
8  , .  . 2 8
6  "  

. 2 5 1 1 2 "
4 .5 .  t23
3 . 5 .  . 2 0 r l z -

, , . ;r .ni1t."; . ' ;  ; ; t , .  .a:,  .r .

In using the Focar Portrait  Attach'
ment No. 60 (Skopar) or No. 6l
(Voigtar) and
sett ingpointerto I  locus is
thema-rkon scalc I  obtained on

. 39 ins.

. 35rlz _

.32 r l z  ". 3 0

. 2 7

. 2 4
'2ll lz -

@

30 fcet
l 5
l0
7 , ,
5 , ,
4 _

21
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The use of the Focar Portrait Attachment makes no
material difference to the exposures nor to the sharpness
of the definition. All it does is to shorten the focal length
slightly ?nd so allow of focussing on near objects as shown
on the table on page 21 .

The distances of such close objects must of course be
very gc.curately judged in order to take advantage of the
use of the focussing scale in this way. It is best to ascertain
the distance with a tape measure. When taking portraits
so close to the subject it is well to take a stanOpiftt some-
what to one side so as to get a sharp and natulal picture.

FlnderMagnifler

4
overcomes this trouble. By
top of the finder four times magnification is obtained.

This Magnifier is so small that it can be carried in
vgsl pocket. The fitting is quite simple slipping it on
of the fin der.

When ordering sa)t- l'Yoigt_lander Finder Magnifier" and
camera size. (Vag i 3tlz" X- 2rlz" or ,l^plate.)-

A Lost Word

the
top

*
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button and think the camera will look after everything.
It is of course beyond the scope of these instructions to offer
a general guide to photography, but, as we want every user
of a Voigt-lander cameralo obtain the best from his instru-
ment, we recommend you to study an elementary text book
of aniateur photograpfry. You wiil be amply repaid for the
slight trouble by-the excellence of the pictures you take.
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